The Left/Right Paradigm

The left/right paradigm is one of the explicit strategies that the Big Foundations and the rest of the global elite utilize today in order to divide people and prevent individuals from discovering the authentic truth about the New World Order. To understand this paradigm, it must be imperative to learn what a global government will consist of. **Global government is a dictatorship (which has components of socialism, communism, and fascism)** with the centralization of power to a few, it’s about the total government control over a society, the suspension of civil liberties, the elimination of private property, the end of a free enterprise system, brutal and indiscriminate murder (via population control, concentration camps for dissidents), and big government bureaucracies. Folks from the Left and the Right reject this tyranny. Yet, many are brainwashed into thinking that fascism, communism, or totalitarianism is a representation of the Left or the Right. The fascism of Adolf Hitler and the communism of Stalin were funded by the exact same people consisting of fake capitalist (not real capitalists, but they actually globalists and internationalists. These men are in the Knights of Malta, Pilgrims, high level Freemasons, Bilderbergers, and other groups) bankers and industrialists from New York City, Washington D.C., London, Rome, etc. Some of these bankers’ names are Knight of Malta Franz von Papen, Knight of Malta & Pilgrim Joseph Kennedy, Freemason Armaud Hammer, Bonesman Averill Harriman, CFR member John D. Rockefeller, Aristotle Sokratis “Ari”/“Aristo” Onassis (the author Fritz Springmeier accuses Onassis of selling guns and oil to both sides of WWII), John J. McCloy, and others. Hitler and the Nazis supported abortion for non-Aryan people. Here are Hitler’s words on this issue:

‘[The Fuehrer's Guidelines for the Government of the Eastern Territories: ‘ the Slavs are to work for us. Insofar as we don't need them, they may die. Therefore compulsory vaccination and German health services are superfluous. The fertility of the Slavs is undesirable.] They may use contraceptives And practice abortion, the more the better. . .Active trade in contraceptives ought to be actually encouraged in the Eastern territories, as we could not possibly have the slightest interest in increasing the non-Germanic population.” ( Harvest of Hate, 1954, pp. 273-4).

The Nazis forced the non-Aryan women in the conquered countries to have abortions and sterilizations in order to keep their population down (this eventually led to out-and-out mass-killing).
The Nazis were radically anti-gun just like the Soviet Union. Himmler allowed a decree that prevented Jewish people to own guns. This plan of globalism has been going on for thousands of years. Fascism and Communism are essentially similar concepts. (In other words, both agree with the centralization of power, the ending of civil liberties, the development of a secret oppressive police, and they desire to manifest total government control of a nation limiting independent economic endeavors). Both the Left and the Right abhor this. This is extremism.

Even Hitler and Stalin existed in a temporary alliance. Mussolini was a notorious murderer that was killed by his own people in Italy.

Historians have found out that the Nazis and Communists are ideological bedfellows. Benito Mussolini was the dictator of fascist Italy. He was an ally of Nazi Germany in WWII. Mussolini was once a Marxist. Marxism viewed capitalism as bad, they are mostly atheistic, and they believe the state should control of all the means of production in order to be fair to the masses (but it doesn't work effectively). There are numerous reasons for this like the difficult of such a few people to control the economy of so many people, it doesn’t create an incentive for economic ingenuity, and it’s hard to find a success indicator in the economy. Hence, Mussolini was once a Communist. In fact, he organized Red Week to fight against the capitalist world in a violent revolution. He was released from prison for protesting the “imperialist” Italian war in Libya, at which one veteran socialist said: “From today you, Benito, are not only the representative of Romagna Socialists, but the Duce of all revolutionary Socialists in Italy!” After WWI begin, Mussolini worked to get Italy to join Britain and France. He did that. After WWI, Benito became a fascist. Fascist Italy influenced Hitler and the development of Nazi Germany. By 1943, Italy surrendered to the Allied Powers and Mussolini ran into Northern Italy (as a Italian
The constitution of this odd polity was written by Nicola Bombacci, a communist and a friend of Lenin. In February 1944, the Socialist Republic issued a "Legislative Decree for the Socialization of Enterprises" that provided that all enterprises with capital of over one million lire or employing more than a hundred persons would be run by a committee composed of an equal number of management and workers. That communist. In 1944, Mussolini praised Stalin and wanted the Soviet Union to dominate Europe. So, Mussolini was Communist early in his political career and around the time of his death. Mussolini covertly hated religion and mocked a belief in God, which is common among a myriad of Marxists. Mussolini was a racist who hated Jewish people and wanted to destroy them. He said these wicked words to his lover. Nazis and Bolsheviks are twins since each want to have authoritarian control over citizens' lives, forms of extreme collectivism, and an oppressive big government.

Max Eastman later wrote in a subsequent book, Reflections on the Failure of Socialism (1955): “Stalin’s totalitarian police state is not an approximation to, of something like, or in some respects comparable with Hitler’s. It is the same thing, only more ruthless, more cold-blooded, more astute, more extreme in its economic policies, more explicitly committed to world conquest, they hated Judeo-Christian views, racism is common among Nazis and Bolsheviks (The Soviets killed Tartars, Germans, Ukrainians, etc.), and more dangerous to democracy and civilized morals…”

The big picture is that Foundations, the CFR, the Vatican/Jesuit network, and the rest of the corporate establishment control the leadership of the Republicans and the Democrats. That's the deal. These globalists use the 2 party system as a means to control our political system, and restrict independent parties. Hence, those human beings exhibiting real solutions aren't sent into the political process of America efficiently. Professor Carroll Quigley wrote about this issue eloquently in his book called “Tragedy and Hope”:

“…The chief problem of American political life for along time has been how to make the two Congressional parties more national and international...(therefore) argument that the two parties should represent opposed ideals and policies, one, perhaps, of the Right and the other of the Left, is a foolish idea acceptable only to doctrinaire and academic thinkers...Instead the two parties should be almost identical, so that the American people can ‘throw the rascals out’ at any election without leading to any profound or extensive shifts in policy…” (Tragedy and Hope, pgs. 1247-1248).

That's why the big corporations (with puppets like David de Rothschild) fund the world carbon tax movement, Homeland Security, and the war on terror simultaneously. That's why when you look at Republican and Democratic differences, little exists (among the elites of both parties). For example, even Freemason Al Sharpton and pro-CNP Pat Robertson accept the man-made global warming propaganda (when the ice in Alaska have increased rapidly. Alaskan Glaciers have Grown For First Time In 250 Years. Temperatures being 3 degrees below average in the glaciers caused winter snow to remain for longer, prompting the increase in glacial mass, reports the Daily Tech). The Republicans and Democrats overtly criticize each other. While covertly, they collaborate to permit false choices in this world for people to see. That is why the liberal establishment falsely demonize all conservatives as extremist fascists (when real
conservatives and real Christians have been exposing the new world order plus the Bush administration for years. Real conservatives reject preemptive war, civil liberty violations, and the suppression of the rule of Law). Not to mention that in a way, the Democrat Party props up the Republican Party and vice versa. What I mean is that a single major party can be destroyed easily by pressure from the citizenry. Yet, if you take 2 establishment major parties and lean against each other, they are much harder to get rid of. The reason is that both major parties act as an arch consolidating power and restricting real debate on issues. This restriction builds on the new world order system. That system is that the people are controlled by the government, the government is influenced by the military and intelligence agencies, and these groups are ruled by the international bankers. The international bankers are controlled by the high level political groups (like the Pilgrims, the Bilderbergers, etc.), high level religious/occult groups (like the Vatican), and elite bloodlines found in Europe plus other locations globally. The left/right paradigm refuses to allow individuals to discuss real issues. Conversely, fake issues are promoted by the controlled mainstream media with agents like Tom Brokaw, Dan Rather, Chris Matthews, Rachel Maddow, Peter Jennings (he passed away years ago), Joe Scarborough, Keith Olbermann, Bill O’Reilly, Sean Hannity, etc. When you display to folks about the reality about the Bavarian Illuminati, freedom, and the N.W.O., they immediately perceive you as a far right or far left individual for the reason of you knowing about the world in a critical way.

This picture tells it all. There shouldn’t be any further thing to comment on.

The easiest proof to expose this paradigm is to expose how similar the policies of how
President Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack Obama are. Bill Clinton is a fierce, evil traitor to America. He’s very anti-gun by passing the Assault Weapons ban, the Brady bill, and the Crime Bill of 1994. Clinton followed the U.N. like a manipulated follower. Clinton falsely demonized all militias, and lovingly stereotyped fundamental Christians. Some sources believe that he is a closet racist. He’s a piece of work. Bill Clinton was a sexual predator, and violated our civil liberties when he passed the illegal Counter-Terrorism Bill (after the OKC Bombing). Bill Clinton was accused of being involved in the Drug Trade through Mena, Arkansas (Victor Thorn wrote his new book extensively on this subject). Bill Clinton was involved in the genocide at Waco, Texas, and he’s implicated in the cover up of the OKC bombing (He made the debris to be placed in a trash dump before the debris could be investigated in a serious way). William Jefferson was radically in favor of trade deals that benefit multinational corporations the most. That is why Bill Clinton supported NAFTA, GATT, and the WTO. We realize today that these trade deals ruined a great deal of our manufacturing and caused unfair trade policies against the American people. Now, you’re classified as a “right-wing extremist” by many of the Left if you explain the truth to them about Clinton. That’s silly since he bombed illegally Sudan, Iraq, and Serbia via NATO. Then Secretary of State Madeline Albright, who, after supporting sanctions of Iraq under Bill Clinton, was told that nearly half a million children had died. Madeline told 60 Minutes that these wicked sanctions were worth it despite of it killing over 1 million Iraqis for years. He’s just as much a war monger as George W. Bush is, but he’s slicker than Bush is. George W. Bush is pro-gun control, anti-civil liberties, pro-abortion, and pro-big government. That isn’t conservative. More of Bush’s negatives include ratcheting up the deficit, passing Homeland Security, DARPA, agreeing with biometrics, and propping up the Big Brother system. George W. Bush passed the half-empty partial birth abortion ban, and almost passed the illegal Assault Weapons ban which he desires to continue after the sunset clause of September 2004 (which he failed in doing). Bush seems to approve of aggressive imperialism. Imperialism doesn’t work since no nation can’t attack or coercive another country without a legitimate purpose. No direction can exist without a legitimate cause or without the nation’s consent. The present Iraq war was a pure example of imperialism, which isn’t of a liberal or conservative war.

Iraq had no massive quantities of WMDs, wasn’t involved in 9/11, was once given chemical and biological weapons by the U.S.A. in the 1980’s-early 1990’s. The Iraqi government had no permanent or strongly collaborative connection to al-Qaeda. The nation of Iraq posed no immediate or direct threat to America, and there wasn’t even a Constitutionally authorized declaration of war by Congress. Therefore, this eliminates any justification to create a war against that sovereign nation. George W. Bush is apart of 2 occult societies of the Skulls and Bones including the Bohemian Grove. The Skulls and Bones has ritual mocking Christianity’s Lord Supper, you kiss the feet of a person dressed up as a Pope, and other occult ceremonies. The Cremation of Care ceremony of the Grove praise the owl Minerva Goddess statue. The Papal saint of Nepomuk is located in the Bohemian Grove (in Northern California) also. Bush established the Faith-Based Initiative, which allows the federal government to control religious groups under its umbrella. The government has no right to rule over or influence a religious group at all. Now, FEMA is trying to brainwash churches to follow it in cases of emergencies. Documents have talked about these facts. George W. Bush bows in a Shinto shrine. The Scriptures is clear that we shouldn’t bow down to false gods at all. The ex-President was a great supporter of UNESCO. UNESCO is an organization that tries to infiltrate the education system of the world including America. FOX News for the most part has been a great supporter of the previous Bush
administration. Its major pundits of Bill O'Reilly and Sean Hannity even claim falsely that the harsh interrogations measures that were exposed in memo weren’t torture. Sorry, but they were. Senator Levin admitted that the U.S. Government used Communist torture techniques. The SERE training program have these techniques. SERE is short for Survival Evasion Resistance and Esacpe. The program was done by the military to train troops to resist abusive enemy interrogations. Those decisions conveyed the message that abusive treatment was appropriate for detainees in U.S. custody. SERE training have U.S. troops being exposed to abusive interrogations briefly. The techniques are based on tactics used by Chinese Communists against American soldiers during the Korean War for the purpose of eliciting false confessions for propaganda purposes. Techniques used in SERE training include stripping trainees of their clothing, placing them in stress positions, putting hoods over their heads, subjecting them to face and body slaps, depriving them of sleep, throwing them up against a wall, confining them in a small box, treating them like animals, subjecting them to loud music and flashing lights, and exposing them to extreme temperatures. SERE wants the troops to survive abuse at the hands of their enemies. The ironic thing is that these SERE techniques are found on torture memos about how to treat detainees. The senior Army SERE psychologist warned in 2002 against using SERE training techniques during interrogations in an email to personnel at Guantanamo Bay. The reason is that this psychologist feels that these techniques will give less than accurate information and people would say anything to just escape the pain (also these actions are known create false confessions). Top experts on interrogations have exposed how torture doesn’t work. The U.S. waterboard Khalid Sheikh Mohammed 183 times in one month (about 6 times a day for 31 days straight). The CIA falsely assumed that torture against Khalid Sheikh Muhammad prevented a LA terrorist plot. Experts have also exposed how waterboarding doesn’t work. The credibility of the alleged “L.A. attack plot” was debunked by scores of intelligence professionals years ago. The “planned attack on Los Angeles” refers to an announcement made on February 9th 2006 in which it was claimed that an Al-Qaeda plan to fly a plane into the LA Library Tower was thwarted in 2002. The release of the news that the plot had been prevented by means of tapping terrorist suspect’s phone, and not torture as the CIA now claims, (was politically timed to coincide with the start of legal hearings on the Bush administration’s domestic eavesdropping program). A New York Times story cited “several counter-terrorism officials” as saying that “the plot never progressed past the planning stages…. 'To take that and make it into a disrupted plot is just ludicrous,' said one senior FBI official.” The New York Daily News said that the plot never got past the thought stage. Other sources have dismissed the plot. KSM was waterboarding day after day, so his confessions on 9/11 and other events are absurd to believe. Torture is never needed at any circumstance.
Today, we have Barack Obama. He has stated that he wants thousands of more troops in Afghanistan. His foreign policy advisor is Brzezinski, who is a radical Russian hater. Obama supports the Patriot Act, the FISA Law, and rendition. Obama has talked openly about his intention to bomb Pakistan under the guise of pursuing terrorists, which is continuing the Bush administration policy of violating the sovereignty of foreign nations. Obama has rhetorically supported the Second amendment and an individual’s right to bear arms, but his actions tell a different story. Obama supports local gun ban laws, including his endorsement of a state ban on the sale and possession of handguns in Illinois. He is radically pro-abortion and endorses the corporate cap and trade policy (that can harm the Third World nations who can’t handle the burdens of increased taxes on carbon. It’s impossible to fully tax carbon anyway, because carbon exists in all forms of life). The creation of a “civilian national security force” (which Barack Obama desires. He wants that force to be “just as powerful, just as strong, just as well-funded” as the U.S. military) could be utilized to enforce Obama’s carbon tax scheme. The Carbon scam have been promoted by the Club of Rome and the Trilateral Commission (not just by Barack Obama).

There is more interesting information about this issue indeed. Now, Barack Obama has used connections to a privately owned carbon trading group to promote the oppressive cap and trade system. Judi McLeod wrote a great article for the Canada Free Press. She expanded from a FOX News piece. She proved that even years before Barack Obama became President, he help to fund a carbon trading exchange that might have key role in the proposed cap and trade carbon reduction program. Barack Obama served on the Joyce Foundation. This Foundation gave nearly $1.1 million in two separate grants that were crucial in forming the privately owned Chicago Climate Exchange. Now, it’s the only North American cap and trade promoting in 6 greenhouse cases with global affiliates and projects worldwide. Barack Obama wants to pass the carbon taxation system. McLeod also notes that The Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX) has direct ties to both Al Gore and Maurice Strong. Strong is a New Ager. Both men of Strong and Gore believe that global warming is a key tool for profit and social engineering. Gore’s investment company, which is named Generation Investment Management, sells carbon offset opportunities and is the largest shareholder of CCX. Strong is a leading establishment environmental movement founder in America. He serves on the Board of the CCX (and loves the Earth Summit in the 1990’s where man-made global warming was promoted). Strong is a protege of David Rockefeller (that is why
Maurice Strong was a Director of the Rockefeller Foundation, and he was in the Bilderbergers. He was apart of the Trilateral Commission, the CFR, and the Club of Rome. Gore is apart of the Club of Rome as well. The Club of Rome think tank published "The First Global Revolution," which is a book suggesting a draconian neo-Malthusianism approach will solve the world’s "problems" is necessary and that the global elite have a problem with humanity. That's Mathlusian Darwinism 101. The Club of Rome planned that global warming was a means to enact their agenda of population control. The reality is that man made global warming is a farce since warming and cooling is a normal function of climate change. Richard Haass, the current president of the Council on Foreign Relations, expanded on this topic in his article, "State sovereignty must be altered in globalized era." Haass promoted global warming hysteria and wants that paranoia to be an excuse to promote globalization. Now, these facts prove that the corporate elite are promoting global warming hysteria, while some of the real environmental problems aren't address (like the rainforest depletion, fluoride, mercury in our water supply, ocean pollution, chimeras, GM foods, evil genetic engineering, etc.). Some of these poisons like aspartame and fluoride are in our food supply. These substances have damaged animal and human's immune system (and other parts of their body. There was even prescription drugs contaminating a NY area water system). Not to mention that reducing carbon emissions by 80 percent can harm the middle class, the working class families, and the Third World. This eco-extremism is promoted by the CFR, the UN, and others. We need to help the environment. There is nothing wrong with building up parks, cleaning our water, and recycling. Yet, radical means of reducing CO2 is wrong since CO2 is necessary for life to live in the Earth (which can cause millions of dollars).

Now, Bush, Clinton, and Obama agree with the United Nations, the war on terror, the Patriot Act, and global warming hysteria. These Presidents are puppets and they are funded and controlled by the military industrial complex. The left/right paradigm promotes the deception that these Presidents are so far apart on issues when they are allies on more ways than one. One of other easiest ways to expose the left/right paradigm is the exposure of the United Nations. Many left gatekeepers accuse anyone of disagreeing with the U.N. of being a neo con. That's a lie since most neo-conservatives love the U.N. The truth is that the United Nations is a corporate/CFR enterprise. According to A. Ralph Epperson, 47 members of the Council on Foreign Relations were of the U.S. delegation to form parts of the United Nations like its Charter.
Alger Hiss, Harry Dexter White, Virginius Cole, Noel Field, and others from America were key inventors of the U.N. The Constitution of the U.N. is similar to the Constitution of the U.S.S.R. The Council on Foreign Relations is a political group that is dedicated to globalization and some of its member have overtly called for the new world order (like Gary Hart, Paul Warburg, George H. W. Bush, David Rockefeller, and others). The UN headquarters now stand was donated to the UN by John D. Rockefeller Jr. in 1946. The CFR dominated the Informal Agenda Group that proposed the U.N. When the UN was officially created at the international conference in San Francisco in 1945 the American delegation included seventy-four CFR members. Numerous U.N. leaders were CFR members as well. Alger Hiss established the U.N. Charter and he is a CFR member. Many liberals view the United Nations as great, but some don’t realize that Big Oil and international banker-money created the United Nations. The United Nations hypocritically claims to love liberty, but for decades they allied with dictatorships from China to other Communist regimes. They agree with the international funding of abortion. These elitists want to use the U.N. and other instruments to centralize their power. As Georgetown professor and CFR historian Carroll Quigley noted, the goal of the banking families and their minions consists of “nothing less than to create a world system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole… controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert, by secret agreements arrived at in frequent private meetings and conferences.” This explains some of their plans.
The beauty of Immigration is clear to see.

The love of our neighbor as ourselves is a true, common moral value that we must all accept. Man was created in the image of God and all men are created equal. Even the Bible says that all men came from one man and we are equally sinners. So, the previous sentence is 100% true. The following will prove that the Elite (not only low-level racist groups) promote race war and the balkanization of America. "The Ruling Class-Sponsored Race War and the Balkanization of America" by Paul and Phillip Collins is an excellent article describing this situation. This is done to not only allow people at each other throats, but to enhance their agenda in the world. John Tanton is one man at the heart of the racist, pro-race war movement. Paul and Phillip Collins in Novembers 7, 2005 proved that he is connected to Numbers, Inc. They want to brainwash the Minutemen and other legitimate groups to not only oppose illegal immigration to maintain American border integrity (which is good), but they have a bigoted hatred of immigration (and immigrants) in general (which is wrong). The SPLC reported that Tanton funded American Patrol [Glenn Spencer heads it and falsely claimed that a Second Mexican American war would occur in 2003]. Spencer had an audience with Holocaust deniers like racist white supremacist Don Black, neo Nazi National Alliance members, etc.

The truth is that it appears that the Elite are using racists groups to radicalize legitimate anti-illegal immigration groups to destroy American sovereignty in a race war. Since, a race war will cause chaos in America to possibly make an one world government. John Tanton funds the Social Contract Press that supports population control. He’s a radical environmentalist who is part of the Sierra Club, Zero Population Growth, and feels that overpopulation is real, which is a lie. Webster Tarpley and Anton Chaitkan proved the
eugenic links to radical population control & neo-Malthusian proponents as well. Zero Population Growth's founder as Paul Ehlich and his wife was a member of the Club of Rome. Even Michael Ruppert believes in Peak Oil (or the view that the Earth will run out of oil in the next couple of decades), the overpopulation lie, and Mike Ruppert once considered depopulation as a solution. So, there is a nexus between the evils of radical environmentalism, the population control agenda, anti-legal (as opposed to anti-illegal) immigration, and Peak Oil. Many of these eugenicists want to prevent the social, technological, and industrial development of Third World communities. Wikipedia online says that these evil neo-Malthusians believe that immigrants in general contribute little to the nation's economy, which is a lie. Throughout human history, immigrants have been a blessing to American society culturally, religiously, politically, and economically. There are racist Hispanic supremacist groups not just racist white supremacist groups. One racist Hispanic group is called La Raza falsely claiming that the Aztecs existed in the ancient SW states of California, NM, TX, AZ, etc. It's a fact that the Ford Foundation fund them. Paul and Phillip Collins plus even Alex Jones have proven this. They claim that they want to promote La Raza (or the race in Spanish), but corporations run by whites fund them. According to the ADL, many in La Voz de Aztlan have anti-Semitic views, etc. The good news is that I believe that a race war will not happen in America.

The neo con establishment falsely demonize all liberals as extremists or traitors conversely. Agitation is made by interest groups and the mainstream media to prop up the Left and the Right into conflict. This conflict doesn't make real answers, but a synthesis of ideas into more elite control of the country. Democrats may attack Republicans and Republicans may attack Barack Obama, but that controlled paradigm is controlled by the corporate, religious elite. Thereby, the elite is successful in controlling real revolution. 2 false choices (of Democrats and Republicans) prevents the real improvement of society. It's a paradigm resulting in a powerful distraction among citizens. The truth is that real liberals and real conservatives support individual liberty, reject illegal, preemptive wars, reject the suppression of voting rights, and love of the Bill of Rights. Each possess the rejection of warrant less wiretaps, encourage the non-embrace of torture, and each believe in the decentralization of power of government. In other words, government shouldn't centralized its power to control all aspects of society. Individuals and the people should have power superior to the government. Even on the Second Amendment, some liberals are coming around to embrace gun rights. The reason is that if you suppress a citizen's right to own a gun, they can and will suppress other rights as well.

The demonization of people who disagree with Barack Obama have turn others to slander Patriots. Keith Olbermann from MSNBC outlined no objectively when it came to the Tea Parties. Then, he had the scurrilous Janeane Garofalo on his show. Garofalo lied and said that millions of people in the Tea Parties around the country are racists collectively. Keith Olbermann like usual agreed with her. These neo-liberals like Janeane are just as vicious and mean spirited s the Bush neocons. The neocons supported the murder over a million Iraqis in the Iraq War. This set the
stage to elect Barack Obama into the Presidency to continue policies that undermine the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Conversely, the some of the same ones supporting Obama’s war mongering in Afghanistan are the ones who opposed the war in Iraq. Garofalo and Olbermann, however, seem to relish in such despicable attacks against people like the Tea Party protesters who are expressing their First Amendment rights. Prior to inviting Garofalo on his show, Olbermann ticked off a series of adolescent insults directed at the “tea baggers” (which is a sexually disrespectful slur) — meant in the pornographic sense, as eluded — that is to say anybody and everybody who believes cranking up the national debt to is a disaster in the making. Olbermann and Garofalo aren’t true freedom lovers. They are cheerleaders of the present administration. Anyone that disagrees strongly with their leader is falsely called a racist in their eyes.

As John Stauber notes, the Obama administration has done a swell job hijacking the antiwar movement. MoveOn.org, Americans United for Change, USAAction, and other so-called liberal organizations — so vociferous when Bush was running things — have uniformly failed to condemn Obama’s Afghanistan policy. Even the head of VoteVets named Jon Soltz supports Obama’s Afghan strategy in his Op Ed to the Huffington Post. MoveOn, USAAction, and VoteVets are funded by the George Soros gang. They don’t oppose the slaughter of Afghan children. The DHS calls us extremists for just being pro-life, hating gun control, and wanting to expose the one world government agenda. The elite are playing the race card in order to divide Americans and discount legitimate arguments that many Tea Party protestors are making. Olbermann and Garofalo promote the left/right paradigm just like fake conservative Glen Beck (who denies that FEMA camps exists and disrespected the victims of Hurricane Katrina by calling them scum. He has also disrespected 9/11 victims. Glen Beck is a piece of work). The good news is that an increasing number of Americans reject the propaganda of people like Garofalo. CNN (one CNN reporter named Susan Roesgen lied and said that the Tea Party protests are solely apart of a "right wing" agenda), the Huffington Post (with their allies of ACORN) and FOX are trying to make these protest a left vs. right affair when it isn’t. It's about the people fighting against elite bankers trying to control our money supply. Rhodes Scholar Rachel Maddow from
MSNBC called the sovereignty movement and Tea Party protests as Confederates. This is extreme. There is a liberal bias to MSNBC, but it’s owned by the monopolistic software giant General Electric. GE made a lot of money in the defense business, which Maddow ironically supports. It’s hypocritical for this woman to criticize peaceful protestors when she works for a company that has aided the Iraqi occupation for years.

It’s been easily established that over 10 Presidents are related to each other and the Merovingian bloodline (including European Royalty). Numerous protestors protested the Democrats and the Republicans. The 2008 Election proves that regardless of who is elected, the winner will be related to the real elite bloodlines of the world, which Fritz Springmeier (and others) have talked about. The Merovingians are said to come from Frankish tribes in Germany. Merovee and Clovis I were early Kings of the Merovingians. We know the truth, we are not ashamed, and we will never intimidated by any neo-liberal (or neo-conservative for that matter). Even the current President Barack Obama is related to William I King of Scotland and Henry II of England. He is the ninth cousin once removed of ex-Vice President Dick Cheney. Barack Obama like George W. Bush is related to ancient Egyptian Pharaohs. John McCain is of Scot-Irish descent. His great aunt is a descendant of Robert the Bruce. Robert the Bruce was an early Scottish King. John Young, an early McCain ancestor, served on Gen. George Washington’s staff. After the family moved to Mississippi, a number of McCain’s ancestors fought in the Civil War on the side of the Confederacy. In
1848, the McCain family (William Alexander McCain) owned slaves in Carroll County, MS. This doesn't mean we should agree on every issue. I don't agree with my family members on every issue. These false choices are made by design. This does mean that we ought to be meek with each other, yet we should be firm against the Left/Right paradigm. The truth is that this Left/Right Paradigm exists as a way of not only fermenting deception to the world populace, but entrench control over the masses for the global elite to rule. We should look outside of the book and observe the real world.

By Timothy